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Dear reader,

For five years now, the games industry has 
been speaking with a united voice. Since it 
was founded, game – The German Games 
Industry Association – has succeeded in 
making the concerns of its 400+ members 
heard in the political arena.

The importance of the industry it represents 
is also reflected in the structure of my 
ministry: we have a special division for the 
games industry at the Federal Ministry for 
Economic Affairs and Climate Action as 
the competent ‘games ministry’ now. After 
all, it is important that the games industry 
continues to grow as society has a lot to 
gain from a strong games industry both 

in cultural and economic terms. Games 
have long been recognised as drivers of 
innovation. Competition in the games 
industry spurs technical innovations such 
as virtual reality, artificial intelligence 
and 3D engines and boosts their further 
development. Games combine cultural 
expressions such as music, film, and 
narrative formats. They spread into other 
media, but also compete with them. As a 
result, cross-media projects are emerging 
that lead to spill-over effects in neighbouring 
sectors.

The game association and my ministry 
therefore share the same goal of making 
Germany more attractive for the industry 
and helping it to become an internationally 
relevant lead market for the development of 
digital games. The game association is and 
remains an important contact for the work 
towards achieving this goal.

I warmly congratulate the association on its 
anniversary. Let’s continue to work together 
to further develop Germany as a location for 
the games industry – and let’s do so with the 
kind of ‘playful seriousness’ this requires. I 
now wish you all a stimulating read.

Sincerely yours,  
Robert Habeck
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Dear reader, 

While the perceived impacts of the Covid-19 
pandemic steadily diminished over the course 
of 2022, the year was an unpredictable one 
for the German games industry. One of the 
absolute highlights of 2022 was gamescom. 
For the first time since 2019, the world’s 
largest game event was held not just online, 
but once again on-site in Cologne. In light 
of the challenging conditions created by 
the lingering pandemic and the resulting 
uncertainty in the early planning phase, the 
outcome was all the more gratifying. In total, 
gamescom drew over 265,000 visitors to 
the Cologne trade fair grounds. The overall 
show programme generated more than 130 
million views by the penultimate day of the 
event. This spectacular comeback was made 

possible in particular by the exceptional 
dedication of the many exhibitors, partners 
and visitors who, as in years past, made 
gamescom 2022 an unforgettable experience.

The positive aspects of 2022 also included 
developments in the German games market. 
At first glance, the registered market growth 
of 1 per cent might not appear a great 
success – especially when viewed against 
the huge growth rates of 32 and 17 per cent, 
respectively, in the two previous years. Given 
the starting situation, however, the steady 
development of the German games market is 
surprising and encouraging in equal measure. 
Declining playing times after the lifting of 
pandemic restrictions, a high rate of inflation 
and the postponement of a number of 
major game releases had led to widespread 
expectations of a shrinking games market. 
In the USA, the UK and France, game 
sales in fact dropped in 2022. Against this 
backdrop, the stabilisation of the German 
games market at the ten-billion-euro mark is 
remarkable. 

A similarly positive development could be 
seen in German game companies. Significant 
increases in the number of companies and 
employees in 2021 were followed by a further 
rise in both of these figures in 2022, with 
the number of game companies in the core 
market growing by an additional 15.5 per cent 
in the last twelve months and the workforce 
they employ by around 7 per cent. This wave 
of company start-ups is good news with 
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respect to Germany’s race to catch up with 
the international competition as a games 
location, and it is a result of the improved 
underlying conditions for the development of 
games. Many of the positive impacts of the 
relatively new federal funding programme for 
the games industry have yet to show up in 
the statistics, as most games are the result 
of a multi-year development process. But the 
increase in both the number of companies 
and their employees is already demonstrating 
the industry’s confidence in a sustained 
recovery, especially given that the federal 
government’s game strategy is set to bring 
policy adjustments that are necessary for this 
upswing.

The news received by the games industry in 
late October 2022 thus came as a particularly 
bitter blow: the subsidies for 2022 and 
also 2023 had been exhausted, and further 
applications for federal funding would no 
longer be accepted. From one day to the 
next, as if caught in a time machine, the 
German games industry was returned to 
the funding conditions of 2018, before the 
start of the federal funding programme. 
This meant production costs more than 30 
per cent higher than those in other games 
locations such as France, the UK or Canada. 
Fortunately, the problem was also recognised 
in the German Bundestag. In the adjustment 
session of the budget committee, total 
federal game funding for 2023 was increased 
to 70 million euros, thereby re-opening the 
door for further funding applications.

Because of the dynamic development of 
the games industry in Germany, however, 
the additional resources lasted for only a 
few months. In response, a renewed funding 
application stop for 2023 and 2024 was 
imposed at the beginning of May 2023 
– again slamming on the brakes in our 
international race to catch up as a games 
location and posing many game companies 
in Germany with major, and in some cases 
existential, challenges. Thus it is urgent that 
the federal government further develop its 
game funding programme if Germany is to 
profit economically and culturally from the 
opportunities for digital innovation that it 
promises. 

Not least with regard to this year’s fifth 
anniversary of the unified game association, 
we would have wished for a more positive 
overall situation for game companies in 
Germany in 2023. Nonetheless, as in our 
many prior successes, the games industry 
will, with a unified voice, continue to make 
the case for internationally competitive 
framework conditions in Germany.

This annual report offers an overview of these 
and many other developments in the games 
industry in Germany.

I wish you enjoyable reading.

Felix Falk  
Managing Director of game – The German 
Games Industry Association
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In Germany, about 6 in 10 people between 
6 and 69 years of age play computer and 
video games. Following strong growth of 
around 6 per cent in the number of video 
game players since 2019, this development 
has stabilised. People who began playing 
computer and video games during the years 
of the Covid-19 pandemic have continued  
to enjoy them over the longer term. 

There is also little difference according to gender, 
with women making up 48 per cent of video 
game players in Germany, and men 52 per cent.

As has been the case in recent years, the average 
age rose slightly once again, to 37.9 years. In 
2022 it was 37.6 and in 2021 just 37.4 years. 
This continuous rise in the average age can be 
attributed above all to the fact that many who 
began playing video games in the 1980s and 

1990s have remained devoted gamers as they age. Most video 
game players in Germany are 50 or older. About one third are in the 
50- to 69-year age group. And 78 per cent of German gamers are 
at least 18 years old. This shows that games are a well-established 
part of the everyday life of millions of Germans, independent of 
age, gender or background. 

The smartphone remains the most popular gaming platform in 
Germany. But after rising continuously in recent years, the number 
of people who reach for their smartphone to play declined in 2022 
for the first time, with 22.8 million video game players using it as a 
gaming platform, some 700,000 fewer than in the previous year. 
The tablet computer saw a loss in users as well: following strong 
growth in 2021, the number fell to 10.2 million in 2022 – a drop of 

About one third of the 
video game players are 
in the 50- to 69-year 
age group.

Video game players in Germany

Source: GfK. © game 2023
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around a half million. Nonetheless, for a total of about 26.5 million 
Germans, mobile games remain the preferred way to play. Game 
consoles continue to rise in popularity, having gained a further 1.1 
million new gamers in the past year and thus defended their place 
as the second-most-used gaming platform. A total of 18.9 million 
people in Germany play on consoles such as Nintendo Switch, 
PlayStation or Xbox. In contrast, the gaming PC again registered a 
clear decline in user numbers, losing about 1.4 million in 2022. There 
are only 12.9 million PC gamers in Germany in total.

The diverse interests of video game players 
in Germany are reflected in the most popular 
games of 2022. From sport simulations 
to huge open-world adventures to games 
for the whole family – titles from widely 
varying genres topped the official charts 
of the most-purchased 2022 publications 
for PC and console games in Germany. The 
football simulation game EA SPORTS FIFA 
23 (Electronic Arts) captured first place. The 
role-playing game Pokémon Legends: Arceus 
(Nintendo) for the Nintendo Switch booked 
a major success as well, taking second place. 
Third place in the German charts for 2022 
was secured by the award-winning open-
world game ELDEN RING (Bandai Namco 
Entertainment). Fourth place was claimed by 
the first-person shooter Call of Duty: Modern 
Warfare II (Activision Blizzard), and fifth 
place by the action-adventure game LEGO 
Star Wars: The Skywalker Saga (Warner Bros. 
Interactive Entertainment).

The diverse interests of 
video game players in 
Germany are reflected 
in the most popular 
games of 2022. From 
sport simulations to huge 
open-world adventures 
to games for the whole 
family.

Source: GfK. © game 2023

How old are players in Germany?
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Source: GfK. © game 2023

game annual charts
Newly published PC and console games

The most widely used gaming platforms in  
Germany: smartphone leading, game console 
gaining ground

Source: Game Sales Data (GSD), Video Games Europe 
This chart shows the new game releases in 2022 that were most often sold in Germany physically and digitally, across  
platforms, for PCs and game consoles. Digital sales of Nintendo titles from the Nintendo eShop are not included.

1 EA SPORTS FIFA 23 Electronic Arts

2 Pokémon Legends: Arceus Nintendo

3 ELDEN RING Bandai Namco  Entertainment

4 Call of Duty: Modern Warfare II Activision Blizzard

5 LEGO Star Wars: The Skywalker Saga
Warner Bros. Interactive  
Entertainment

6 Gran Turismo 7
Sony Interactive 
 Entertainment

7 Nintendo Switch Sports Nintendo

8 Horizon Forbidden West
Sony Interactive 
 Entertainment

9 Kirby and the Forgotten Land Nintendo

10 God of War Ragnarök
Sony Interactive 
 Entertainment

11 Pokémon Violet Nintendo

12 EA SPORTS F1 22 Electronic Arts

13 Pokémon Scarlet Nintendo

14 Splatoon 3 Nintendo

15 WWE 2K22 2K

16 Need for Speed Unbound Electronic Arts

17 NBA 2K23 2K

18 Tiny Tina's Wonderlands 2K

19 Mario Strikers: Battle League Football Nintendo

20 The Quarry 2K
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Games
One-only purchases, 
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Gaming hardware
Consoles, gaming 
PCs and accessories
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German market 
for computer  
and video games 
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Following major increases in sales revenue 
in both 2020 and 2021, the German games 
market stabilised at a high level in 2022. 
Whereas the Covid-19 pandemic and other 
factors had previously resulted in annual 
growth of 32 per cent and 17 per cent 
respectively, in 2022 sales revenue generated 
by games, gaming hardware and charges 
for online services rose by an additional 1 per 
cent, to 9.87 billion euros. The development 
of the individual market segments varied 
significantly. Overall, however, the German 
games market again led among European 

countries in sales revenue and 
ranked fifth worldwide.

Following the strong growth over the course of 
the Covid-19 pandemic, and in light of special 
factors such as the high inflation of 2022 and 
numerous delays in the release of eagerly 
anticipated video games, a decline in sales 
revenue was widely expected. While declines were 
registered in 2022 in a number of other games 
markets, such as the USA, the UK and France, the 
German games market demonstrated surprising 
stability despite multiple challenges.

Source: Calculations based on the GfK Consumer Panel (2022/2023; n = 25.000),  
GfK Entertainment, GfK POS Measurement and Data.ai. © game 2023

The German games market stabilises  
at a high level 

Overall the German 
games market again 
led among European 
countries in sales 
revenue and ranked 
fifth worldwide.
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€ 1,506 m

Game console 
accessories
Gamepads, 
steering wheels, 
VR headsets

Gaming PCs
Desktop PCs and 
notebooks

Consoles
stationary and 
handheld

Gaming PC 
accessories
Gaming input 
devices, monitors, 
graphics cards, VR 
headsets

€ 3,589 m€ 3,049 m€ 2,352 m € 3,489 m

€ 1,237 m
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€ 222 m
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As with the market overall, the market segment devoted to 
games for PCs, game consoles and mobile devices remained 
stable. Sales revenue figures were similar to the previous year’s 
for computer and video games (−1 per cent to approximately 1.1 
billion euros) as well as in-game and in-app purchases (+2 per cent 
to approximately 4.5 billion euros). The latter include, for example, 
season passes, additional levels, in-game items (for example skins) 
and subscription fees for individual online games. In total, sales 
revenue from games for PCs, game consoles and mobile devices 
grew by roughly 1 per cent to 5.5 billion euros in 2022.

Games for smartphones and tablets account 
for an especially large portion of sales revenue 
with games. One reason for the size of this 
submarket: the smartphone and tablet as 
platforms have long offered a wide selection 
of games for all tastes and are steadily 
improving in technical terms. In addition, 
mobile devices are more widespread in the 
population than are other gaming platforms. 
In 2020 and 2021, sales revenue with game 
apps showed a total increase of some 50 per 
cent. After the volatile development in the 
first two years of the Covid-19 pandemic, the 
market grew by a further 1 per cent in 2022, to 
around 2.81 billion euros, thereby stabilising at 
a high level. 

Among the various gaming platforms, 
smartphones and tablets thus take the top 
position with regard to sales revenue. The 
second-largest revenue volume – about 
two billion euros – is earned with games 
for consoles. PCs and laptops follow, at about 1.6 billion euros. 
What is particularly striking here is how strongly the platforms 
differ with regard to their respective favoured business models. 
In-app purchases account for around 99 per cent of sales revenue 
on mobile devices. Free-to-play games have dominated in this 
segment for several years now. The possibility of spontaneously 
trying out a new game seems to appeal especially to users of 
mobile platforms. On game consoles, on the other hand, the 
greatest revenue is generated through the purchase of games. 
Online gaming services, which are now offered on all consoles, 
account for just under one third of this sales revenue. On PCs and 
laptops, the majority – 70 per cent – of revenue can be attributed 
to in-game purchases, with popular multiplayer and esports 
titles like Counter-Strike or League of Legends clearly making a 
significant contribution. 

Across all platforms, online gaming services as a market segment 
experienced another year of strong growth, with sales revenue 
from these services increasing by 20 per cent, to 866 million euros. 
The categories in this segment include fee-based subscription 

Among the various 
gaming platforms, 
smartphones and 
tablets take the top 
position with regard to 
sales revenue.

Gaming hardware market segment  
declines slightly in 2022

Source: Calculations based on the GfK Consumer Panel (2022/2023; n = 25.000),  
GfK Entertainment, GfK POS Measurement and Data.ai. © game 2023
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Sales revenue from games grew  
slightly compared to 2021

Source: Calculations based on the GfK Consumer Panel (2022/2023; n = 25.000),  
GfK Entertainment, GfK POS Measurement and Data.ai. © game 2023Source: data.ai and GfK. © game 2023

Market for game apps in Germany grows 
by a further per cent in 2022
Sales revenue in Germany from app and in-app  
purchases as well as app subscription fees 
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services that provide access to a large selection of games, cloud-
based games, online multiplayer functions and the ability to save 
game progress in the cloud. This market segment has enjoyed 
particularly dynamic growth – demonstrated not only by the large 
increase in sales revenue, but also by the wide range of games and 
services on offer. Even though some large providers discontinued 
certain services last year, other offerings were expanded and 
revamped, or even relaunched. As a result, numerous online 
game services have offered a range of 
functions for some time now – thereby 
rendering former distinctions between 
online gaming services, subscription 
gaming services and cloud gaming 
services obsolete. Examples of such 
services include EA Play, Nintendo 
Switch Online, PlayStation Plus, 
Ubisoft+ and Xbox Game Pass.

One of the most significant growth 
drivers in recent years has been gaming 
hardware, including gaming PCs, 
game consoles and the corresponding 
accessories. Following huge leaps in 
growth of 30 and 18 per cent in the 
previous two years, 2022 saw this 
market segment decline slightly, by 
around 3 per cent, to 3.5 billion euros. 
Reasons for this drop in revenues 
include the fact that game consoles 
like PlayStation 5 and Xbox Series X 
as well as the latest graphic cards were not universally available. 
Accordingly, like gaming PC accessories, the game console and 
console accessories market segments shrank. Only sales revenue 
with gaming PCs and laptops grew, showing an increase of 14 per 
cent. However, the strong growth of the previous two years also 
shows that many players already own the latest game hardware.

Buying PC and console games as downloads has become the most 
popular way to purchase games for many gamers in Germany: 
Germans buy 6 out of 10 video games as downloads. The share 
of download purchases in 2022 thus remained stable for a third 
consecutive year, at about 59 per cent, after a large jump in 2020, 
the first year of the Covid-19 pandemic. There are big differences 
between the gaming platforms, however: the majority of gamers 
in Germany obtain console games not as downloads, but rather on 
physical media such as discs through online or in-store purchase. In 
2022, nearly 2 out of 3 console games (63 per cent) were purchased 
as physical copies – a share comparable to that in the two previous 
years. An even clearer development can be seen in PC games, 
which are now acquired almost exclusively as downloads. The 
download share of games for the PC has even shown continued 
growth, reaching 97 per cent in 2022 – 4 percentage points higher 
than in 2021.

Big differences in consumer behaviour  
between gaming platforms 

Source: calculations based on the GfK Consumer  
Panel (2022/2023; n = 25,000), GfK Entertainment,  

GfK POS Measurement and data.ai. © game 2023

Buying PC and console 
games as downloads has 
become the most popular 
way to purchase games for 
many video game players  
in Germany.
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There are significant differences in game purchases between 
the generations as well: younger video game players in Germany 
more often buy games by download, while older players prefer to 
purchase them on physical media. Accordingly, across all platforms, 
20- to 29-year-olds acquire around 3 out of 
4 of their games as downloads (72 per cent). 
The purchase of games on physical media, on 
the other hand, is especially popular among 
players 50 years and older: 50- to 59-year-old 
players obtain more than half of their games 
(53 per cent) as physical copies. This tendency 
is even more pronounced among those over 
60 years old, who purchase 2 out of 3 games 
(65 per cent) on physical media.

Revenues from online gaming services 
experienced yet another year of strong 
growth

Source: Calculations based on the GfK Consumer Panel (2022/2023; n = 25.000),  
GfK Entertainment, GfK POS Measurement and Data.ai. © game 2023

The purchase of games 
on physical media is 
especially popular 
among players 50 
years and older: 50- to 
59-year-old players 
obtain more than half of 
their games as physical 
copies.
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6 in 10 PC and console games sold  
in 2022 in Germany were purchased  
as downloads

Big differences in game purchases  
between age groups

Source: data.ai and GfK. © game 2023 Source: data.ai and GfK. © game 2023
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The games  
industry in  
Germany

03

Both in Germany and worldwide, the games 
market has shown impressive development 
in recent years. Never before have so many 
people played computer and video games.  
In Germany, about 6 in 10 people between  
6 and 69 years of age play video games, and 
around the world, the number of gamers 
has now reached some 3 billion. On the one 
hand, these are very impressive figures. On 
the other, given a world population of about 
8 billion people, they show how great the 
potential for further growth is. 

That said, 2022 was an extremely variable year 
for the international games industry. Following 
the strong bursts of growth in the years of the 
Covid-19 pandemic, sales revenue from games 
decreased slightly in many markets. The USA 
and the UK, for instance, registered declines 
of 5 and 5.6 per cent respectively. The reasons 
for this are wide-ranging. In part because of 
delays in development during the pandemic, 
the release of many blockbuster games had 
to be postponed until 2023. The Legend of 
Zelda: Tears of the Kingdom, Starfield and 
Hogwarts Legacy are just three prominent 

examples. Overall, after the lifting of many Covid-19 restrictions, a 
slight decline could also be observed in playing times. In addition to 
this, many countries faced a significantly more difficult economic 
situation due to increasing inflation driven by Russia’s war of 
aggression against Ukraine. 

Increase of more than 15 per cent in 
a year in number of game companies 
in Germany

Around the world,  
the number of gamers 
has now reached over 
3 billion.

Source: Calculations based on www.gamesmap.de data; May 2023. © game 2023
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Despite these circumstances, the medium-term prospects for the 
international games market continue to be positive. The auditing 
firm PricewaterhouseCoopers expects the international games 
market to grow by an average of 7.9 percent a year to USD 312 
billion by 2027. This is a clear indication that the games industry will 
in the future remain a fast-growing economic sector and an agile 
driver of innovation. The importance of this sector is underscored by 
developments outside the games market: from artificial intelligence 
to the metaverse, many of the leading current trends in the digital 
economy are hardly conceivable without the technologies and 
innovations of the games industry. 

03.1 Employees and companies 

We are witnessing a sustained upswing in the German games 
industry. After the substantial jump in the number of game companies 
and employees in 2021 and 2022, the development in 2023 has 
continued upwards. The overall number of game companies has risen 
by a very strong 46 per cent in the last three years, with the number of 
employees growing by 19 per cent. Here, initial successes of Germany’s 
nationwide funding programme can be seen. Through the federal 
game funds, the framework conditions have improved so markedly 
that more and more young game developers are venturing the step 
of founding studios. At the same time, the funding support has made 
existing companies in Germany more attractive to international 
partners. Accordingly, there have been – at least until the stop in 
funding applications – more, and larger, German game projects 
underway or in the planning stage than there were previously. The 
ongoing increase in the number of companies and employees in the 
industry is a result of this. 

The number of companies in Germany that 
develop and/or market computer and video 
games grew to 908 in 2022, an increase 
of 15.5 per cent over 2021. The majority 
of these companies are involved in the 
development of games. A total of 411 of 
them are active in both development and 
publishing, and a further 450 are engaged 
solely in game development. An additional 
47 companies are specialised exclusively in 
game publishing.

The positive employment trend in the 
German games industry continues as well, 
with the number of employees of game 
development studios and publishers having 
risen to 11,992 – nearly 7 per cent higher 
than in 2022. The difference in the speed 
of this growth trend between the employee and company figures 
indicates that many smaller studios are being established; as in the 
previous two years, the growth rate in new start-ups is significantly 

Increase in number of people employed by 
developers and publishers in Germany to 
around 12,000

The overall number of game 
companies has risen by a very 
strong 46 per cent in the last 
three years, with the number 
of employees growing by 19 
per cent.

Source: Calculations based on www.gamesmap.de data; May 2023. © game 2023
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higher than that in the number of employees. Together with the 
extended games labour market, which includes the employees 
of service providers, retailers, educational establishments, the 
media and the public sector, the German games industry currently 
provides around 32,000 jobs. In contrast to many digital companies 
which in recent months have cut jobs, some on a large scale, many 
game companies have actually increased their employment rolls.

Despite this solid progress, a global look shows how far Germany 
still has to go to catch up with other successful game locations. 
Canada, for instance, with a population just under half that of 
Germany, has since the mid-1990s made substantial funding 
available to its domestic games industry, which now employs 
about 32,300 people, nearly three times as many as the sector in 
Germany. Extrapolated to apply to Germany, these figures indicate 
a potential of up to 60,000 jobs in the core labour market of the 
German games industry, or five times the actual current figure of 
12,000. 

03.2 Games funding

The year 2022 and the first half of 2023 
were eventful times for Germany’s still quite 
young games funding programme. It is 
still too early to be able to draw an interim 
conclusion as to its success. After all, the 
national programme has existed only since 
2019, when a pilot phase was begun with a 
per-company funding cap of 200,000 euros. 
The 380 funding applications submitted 
showed the game development studios’ 
great need for federal support even then. 
In late 2020, the final funding programme 

notified by the EU Commission went into effect, which allows 
funding levels of more than 200,000 euros. This simultaneously 
served as the starting pistol for Germany’s race to catch up with 
the international competition and become one of the world’s top 
locations for game production. And the initial effects can already 
be clearly observed, with a true spirit of optimism having arisen 
among game developers. This can be seen especially with a view 
to German game companies, the number of which rose by 26 per 
cent within the first two years of the federal funding programme. 
In the third year of the programme, further growth of 15.5 per cent 
was registered. In the number of employees, too, the trend since 
the start of the programme has been entirely in one direction: 
upwards. Since 2020, the number of jobs at game development 
studios and publishers has grown by 19 per cent. The gap yet to 
be closed between Germany and top international locations like 
Canada, France and the UK is large. The reason for this is that 
many countries introduced targeted funding schemes for their 
domestic games industries as much as 30 years ago. This brought 
advantages that led to numerous companies opening branches in 

Together with the 
extended games labour 
market the German 
games industry currently 
provides around 32,000 
jobs.

Regional games funding programmes  
in Germany

Note: There is no regional funding for computer and video games in the federal states of 
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern or Bremen. Last updated: July 2022. © game 2022
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those locations, resulting in extremely vibrant game ecosystems. 
But a start has been made in creating a strong game ecosystem in 
Germany as well. 

While successfully begun, the race to catch up unfortunately came 
to an abrupt halt when on 31 October 2022 – Halloween, fittingly 
enough – the responsible Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs 
and Climate Action (BMWK) announced an immediate application 
stop for games funding for 2022 and 2023. Overnight, this re-
imposed the framework conditions that had existed up to 2018, 
which were hardly internationally competitive. The bottom line: 
producing a game in Germany was more than 30 per cent more 
expensive than in countries such as Canada or France. Costs for 
developing a game at the international level can quickly range 
into the tens of millions of euros; this throws into stark relief the 

effect of the application stop, especially on 
game development studios that for months 
had been in the midst of planning their next 
project but hadn’t yet submitted a funding 
application. These circumstances were further 
exacerbated in cases where international 
partners had already been found for an 
upcoming project – incentivised not least by 
the funding programme that had been in place. 
With funding applications no longer possible, 
such collaborations were suddenly rendered 
untenable. A situation rapidly arose that 
threatened the existence of, in particular, many 
small game studios. 

The magnitude of the impact of the application stop on Germany 
as a game location was also recognised by the members of the 
German Bundestag. In the budget committee’s adjustment session 
on 10 November 2022, an additional 20 million euros was allocated 
to the federal game funding programme. This averted the stop 
in applications for funding for 2023. Yet with the growth of the 
industry, as had been desired, the number of applications rose 
accordingly and the individual projects became more extensive, 
bringing an increase in the funds granted. As a consequence, a 
second funding application stop was announced in early May 2023 
– and not just for 2023, but for 2024 as well. 

The renewed application stop exposes the great weakness of the 
otherwise successful funding programme: its failure to orient 
funding levels automatically to the actual needs of the sector, 
as is practised in other countries. In combination with a lack of 
transparency as to the proportion of funds already distributed, this 
undermines the reliability and predictability of the current funding 
programme. To make matters worse, the second application stop 
within a few months was also noticed abroad. This flip-flopping 
further weakened Germany’s international competitiveness, as 
it sent the signal that the location conditions here aren’t reliable. 
It is therefore important to increase the funding to 125 million 
euros annually. To avoid the ongoing danger of an application 

stop, however, the games funding programme must be developed 
beyond this. If not, Germany will fail to reap the full and sustained 
economic and cultural benefits of the digital innovation that 
a strong games industry helps to drive. In the medium term, 
alongside the current funding programme, a transition is called 
for, to a strategy of promoting game development through tax 
breaks. This structure is a well-established standard internationally 
and has been successfully implemented for many years by 
locations such as France, the UK and Canada. Tax deductions for 
game production offer a number of decisive advantages. They 
would introduce a predictability that is currently lacking, and the 
level of support would be automatically oriented to the actual 
need. Games funding in the form of tax deductions offers policy 
advantages as well. The corresponding resources wouldn’t have 
to be appropriated specially in the budget, but would instead 
come in the form of reduced tax liability due to investments made 
– meaning that game companies would have to invest before 
receiving the support. Such framework conditions would lead to 
more investment, the creation of high-quality jobs and increased 
tax revenue. 

In contrast to the federal government, 
the constituent German states have 
again made numerous improvements 
for game companies. The trend of the 
preceding years, in which ever more 
states have introduced or expanded 
their own funding programmes, has 
continued in recent months. Schleswig-
Holstein, for example, has implemented 
a games funding programme for the 
first time, in which 4 million euros are to 
be made available to game development 
studios in the state by 2027. Baden-
Württemberg has raised the volume 
of its state funding programme to the 
level of 1.1 million euros. Bremen’s plan 
for game companies to be able to take 
part in a state funding programme 
in the future fills in another previous blank spot on the funding 
map. Meanwhile, Berlin and Brandenburg have allocated funds 
totalling 3.6 million euros, more than ever before. Berlin’s new state 
government, a coalition of the political parties CDU and SPD, also 
plans to reinforce numerous additional areas – from the House 
of Games to the Computerspielemuseum and the International 
Computer Game Collection (ICS). The coalition agreement 
between the political parties CDU and Bündnis 90/Die Grünen in 
North Rhine-Westphalia takes a similar approach, calling for the 
increased use of games in schools and in vocational training, and 
for the further strengthening of the Fusion Campus in Düsseldorf 
and the esports player foundation. And Bavaria has responded to 
the federal funding application stop by appropriating remaining 
funds of 1 million euros above the existing level for the games 
industry from mid-2023. 

To avoid the risk of 
further application 
stops, games funding 
must be further 
developed.

The trend of the preceding 
years, in which ever more 
states have introduced or 
expanded their own funding 
programmes, has continued 
in recent months.
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One way to secure 
more skilled workers for 
Germany as a games 
location in the medium 
to long term is through 
a strengthening of 
research and teaching. 

Game companies closely monitor the efforts that are made by the 
various states with regard to the respective framework conditions. 
This is shown very clearly by the results of game’s industry 
barometer. Among the states, North Rhine-Westphalia is currently 
perceived the most positively as a games location. With this result, 
Germany’s most populous state climbs from third place in the 2021 
survey to first place this year. Hamburg also makes a leap forward, 
from fourth to second place, sharing this ranking with Berlin, 
which holds firm in its 2021 position. Bavaria, which topped the list 
in 2021, achieves only third-place status this year as three other 
states overtake it. 

03.3 Skilled workers

The shortage of skilled workers in Germany poses an ever-
increasing obstacle for game companies’ ongoing development. 
The upswing of the recent years, which has brought a sharp 
increase in the number of companies, has also further exacerbated 
the labour situation. Over the last ten years, significantly more 
training places have been created in the field of games, with 
gamecampus.de now listing around 50 educational establishments 
with courses of study devoted to computer and video games. Yet 
because industry professionals with design 
and, especially, technical backgrounds 
are highly sought after in many economic 
sectors, including some quite far removed 
from the games industry, the shortage has 
grown yet more acute for game companies 
in the last several years. One way to secure 
more skilled workers for Germany as a 
game location in the medium to long term 
is through a strengthening of research and 
teaching. This could boost efforts to train 
more game professionals and thereby reduce 
the shortage in the games industry. But 
an expansion of research and teaching in 
the game sector would also contribute to 
realising the federal government’s strategy 
of developing Germany into a leading 
international market for game production. 
Such an expansion would thus sustainably 
strengthen Germany not just as a game 
location, but also as a digital location overall.

Necessary measures for strengthening game research and 
teaching in Germany include, for example, establishing more 
professorships and courses of study, supporting research networks 
and developing unified standards in the accreditation of game 
study programmes. At many educational institutions, instruction 
in the field of games is still too compartmentalised, or too often 
merely added on to supposedly similar courses of study. It is 
essential that the field of games be conceived of holistically, 
such as through the intermeshed offerings of various degree 

The best games industry locations  
in Germany
Rated by companies in the games industry

Source: Member survey (11/2022). © game 2023
Note: previous ranking from August 2021 in brackets.
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Skilled workers in these areas are 
especially hard for game companies to 
recruit

Source: Survey of member publishers and developers by game – The German Games Industry Association, January 2023 (n = 84).
Note: the answer categories ‘rather hard’ and ‘very hard’ were aggregated. © game 2023

programmes, for example in game design, game art and game 
studies. An autonomous ‘games university’ along the lines of the 
Film University Babelsberg KONRAD WOLF could additionally give 
greater visibility to all disciplines that are important for games, as 
well as to Germany as a location not just for game development 
but also for teaching and research in the field.

Strengthening research and teaching in the field of games 
can’t in itself meet the industry’s need for skilled labour. For 
this reason, the recruitment of experts from abroad remains 
important. While this poses no serious problem with respect 
to citizens of other EU countries, the situation with regard to 
skilled workers from third countries is different. A survey of game 

member companies points to a number 
of bureaucratic hurdles that make hiring 
urgently needed personnel from non-EU 
countries expensive and time-consuming. 
The situation is particularly dramatic in 
the area of game coding, in which 9 out 
of 10 game companies report difficulty 
in hiring qualified workers. Recruiting is 
also especially challenging in the areas 
of technical art (68 per cent), game 
production (61 per cent) and game 
design (59 per cent). That said, games 
companies in Germany are already very 
international: every fifth employee (21 
per cent) of game development studios 
and publishers comes from outside the 
EU. English is spoken, either in part or 
exclusively, in 8 of 10 game companies. 
This indicates how simple the integration 
of skilled workers from third countries 
would be. Nonetheless, up to now, only 
42 per cent of development studios and 
publishers have taken this step. Among 
those that thus far have not hired 
employees from non-EU countries, 22 
per cent attributed this to the excessive 
expense, while 42 per cent said it was too 
complicated. Overall, companies complain 
of the many bureaucratic obstacles in the 

hiring of skilled workers from third countries. These include, among 
other things, the non-recognition of training credentials, the long 
processing time for applications, fixed salary minimums and the 
limited help provided by administrative bodies.

To strengthen Germany as a game location, the immigration of 
skilled labour from third countries must therefore be simplified. 
While the federal funding programme has enabled German game 
companies to better compete for skilled professionals that are 
sought after worldwide, they frequently are still disadvantaged by 
domestic regulations that are too complicated, time-consuming 

The five demands:

1.  More and better-endowed 
professorships, courses of study 
and research clusters

2.  Support for educational and 
research networks

3.  Unified standards and guidelines 
for accreditation of game degree 
programmes 

4.  Doctoral and postdoctoral 
qualifications in all game 
disciplines

5.  Founding of a ‘games university’
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Bureaucratic hurdles complicate the 
hiring of skilled workers from non-EU 
countries in the German games industry

Source: Survey of member publishers and developers by game – The German Games 
Industry Association, January 2023 (n = 84). © game 2023

and expensive. Given that the needs of the games industry are 
similar to those of many other especially dynamic and innovative 
areas, it is imperative that they be taken into account in Germany’s 
immigration act for skilled personnel.

In order to strengthen 
Germany as a games 
location, the immigration 
of skilled workers from 
non-EU countries must 
therefore be made easier.
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03.4 The ten demands of the 
games industry
game - The German Games Industry Association is 
committed to the comprehensive improvement of 
the framework conditions for the games industry in 

Germany. This is necessary to make 
Germany internationally competitive 
and successful as a games location. 
The core points of the political work 
are the following 10 demands:

1 Sustainably promote 
Germany as a games 
location

Games are a cultural asset, an economic 
factor and a guarantor of digital innovation. If 
Germany wants to benefit from the resulting 
opportunities for the economy and society, it 
must catch up with international competition 
as a games location. The federal government's 
games strategy is an important basis for this. 
The creation of internationally competitive 
framework conditions for games development 
is crucial for the future viability of Germany as a 
games location. The basis for this is reliable and 
internationally comparable games funding. The 
funding for this must be increased to 125 million 
euros in the short term. In addition, tax-breaks 
for the games industry must be introduced. 
Independently of this, games "made in Germany" 
and the games location as a whole need better 
visibility and networking here and internationally.

2 Games for better  
learning, at school and 
throughout life

Games are more than entertainment. They can 
have a supporting effect in almost all areas of 
life, they create new approaches and encourage 
even better performance. Our education system 
must use the opportunities offered by games for 
digital education in schools, vocational schools, 
universities, in further education and for lifelong 
learning. The development of games for teaching 
must be specifically supported and promoted. 
Media competence and programming skills are 
elementary for pupils in the digital age and must 
be a compulsory part of teaching.

3 Strengthening games 
in science, research, 
teaching and training

Research and teaching around games urgently 
need recognition and academic equivalence as 
an independent scientific discipline in the canon 
of established sciences. This includes more 
and better equipped professorships, degree 
programmes and research clusters, support 
for education and research networks, uniform 
accreditation standards, doctoral and post-
doctoral opportunities and the establishment 
of a lighthouse institution "Games University" 
for a special international top level of games 
research and teaching in Germany. Such a 
stronger anchoring not only ensures urgently 
needed specialists, but also secures know-how in 
areas such as artificial intelligence, 3D simulation, 
gamification and other games technologies and 
concepts with which most economic sectors are 
already working today.

4 More commitment for 
games professionals

The German games industry lacks highly 
specialised, experienced professionals. Since 
they are not available in sufficient numbers in 
Germany, the training situation must be improved 
and the influx of these professionals from abroad 
must be facilitated. In addition to simplified 
access conditions and active recruiting for these 
professionals, a positive welcoming culture is 
necessary with which the international experts 
are also received by the authorities in this country.

6 Youth protection: 
modern, convergent 
and internationally 
connectable.

For a modern German system for the protection 
of youth, the responsibilities of the federal and 
state governments must be fundamentally 
reviewed. Only in this way can we succeed in 
creating uniform, modern and convergent legal 
provisions for the protection of youth that fit the 
media reality of children and young people and 
ensure international compatibility. Many modern 
protection systems and technical facilities from 
the games industry can be a model for this.

7 Start-up support and 
infrastructures for 
games development

Games hubs, with incubation and accelerator 
programmes, are important entrepreneurial 
homes for founders and an opportunity for 
regional business locations. They promote 
exchange between games companies and 
cooperation with other sectors that want to 
profit from the potential of games development. 
These economic and innovative effects require 
strong commitment and support from the states 
and municipalities. At the federal level, existing 
programmes for start-ups must be adapted for 
the games industry and a separate scholarship 
programme must be set up.

5  Digital infrastructure 
for all

For successful games development, the numerous 
games companies in the entire ecosystem and 
the millions of video game players, Germany as 
a games location must have nationwide gigabit 
capability. This applies to high-performance 
broadband internet connections and a strong 
5G network: Germany must quickly catch up on 
all highspeed networks and make a future-proof 
digital infrastructure accessible to all.

8 Provide investment 
security, create value.

As a games industry, we have developed 
innovative business models that are primarily 
geared to the needs of the video game players 
as well as to practicability and take into account 
the trust of the users in our products as a 
decisive factor for success. New digital business 
models need freedom, which is why a fair balance 
of interests between consumer rights and 
entrepreneurial freedom must also be found in the 
digital world. The empowerment of responsible 
and sovereign users must take precedence over 
new regulation.

9 No chance for haters, 
trolls and pirates: 
Making security 
authorities digitally  
fit too

As a games industry, we stand up for diversity 
and tolerance every day. All video game players 
must resolutely work together to counter 
hate speech and brutal and sometimes illegal 
behaviour in our digital society. For effective and 
efficient solutions, the digital competences of the 
authorities must also be expanded.

10 Make Germany the 
best esports location

We want to make Germany the best esports 
location. In view of the high social, cultural and 
economic relevance of esports, the framework 
conditions must be designed in the best possible 
way. In particular, the valuable work of clubs 
offering esports must be promoted and not 
further disadvantaged. They must therefore be 
recognised as non-profit organisations in the 
tax code. Whether esport is a sport or not is 
not decisive. At the same time, there needs to 
be more support for young talent and events in 
the states and local communities so that we in 
Germany can participate in this international 
phenomenon at a world level.
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esports player 
foundation04
The number of people in Germany who 
play esports as a hobby has been rising for 
many years now. Today there are esports 
clubs, departments, university groups 
and organisations throughout Germany 
where enthusiasts can enjoy their pastime. 
Germany’s cohort of professional esports 
players, who compete at the highest level 
and earn money doing so, is also growing. 

To ensure that today’s esports professionals 
as well as up-and-coming talent enjoy the best 
possible support in the future, the world’s first 
initiative dedicated to assisting esports players 
was launched in Cologne in January 2020.  
The mission of the esports player foundation 
(epf) is to provide current and future top 
players with a comprehensive support 
programme like those offered in conventional 
sports – something that is completely new in 
the esports field.

The epf aims to close this gap, because to be 
successful in the digital arena, competitors 

need years of balanced professional training. This means not only 
helping active esports players – from promising young talent to 
semi-professional and professional players – to hone their game-
playing skills, but also taking responsibility for the time after their 
careers, or in the event that they don’t succeed at the professional 
level. Ensuring a healthy balance between their esports careers and 
school, training, professional development and work is therefore a 
top priority. 

The epf is already assuming a leading role globally in many areas. 
Its programme includes continuous support in the area of sports 
psychology, a fitness regimen, nutrition consultation and sports 
medicine check-ups, as well as tax and financial coaching, help with 
contractual matters and targeted career counselling. In each case, 

In order to provide the best 
possible support for aspiring 
esports professionals, the 
world's first institution 
dedicated to assisting esports 
players, the esports player 
foundation, was founded in 
January 2020.

the services offered are tailored to the individual player’s situation 
and provided by a nonprofit organisation. It is a programme for 
esports players that has yet to be matched anywhere in the world. 
In addition, it teaches the values of good sportsmanship, and 
participants are empowered to serve as positive role models for 
millions of ambitious players.

The epf currently works with 200 players of the games Counter-
Strike: Global Offensive, League of Legends, Brawl Stars, Valorant 
and FIFA. In the future, the foundation hopes to be able to 
provide comprehensive support to every talented player in every 
relevant esports game. As a start to this endeavour, the epf 
joined forces with Deutsche Kreditbank in early 2022 to establish 
the DKB Diamonds, a League of Legends free agent team that 
offers talented young players the opportunity to gather game 
experience and attract attention through their 
play in the Prime League (similar to Germany’s 
football Bundesliga). The DKB Diamonds now 
play in the Prime League’s second division. On the 
basis of their success, an academy team, the DKB 
Diamonds RAW, was additionally founded in early 
2023. This team consists of very young players who 
will likewise seek to prove themselves in the Prime 
League.

Together with the epf, the state of North Rhine-
Westphalia likewise decided to expand its activities 
in the area of esports and to provide targeted 
support to talent from NRW. The Esports Academy 
NRW admitted to its promotional programme 30 
of the state’s top esports players of the titles FIFA, 
League of Legends and Brawl Stars.

In addition to game promotion, the epf is involved in other areas 
of esports as well. In 2021, it joined with Deutsche Telekom and 
SK Gaming to launch the Equal Esports initiative, which works to 
achieve greater diversity and equality of opportunity in esports. 
But Equal Esports does more than foster talent. It also includes an 
Equal Esports Council consisting of experts and executives, which 
functions as a kind of ‘supervisory board’ for the initiative. The 
Equal Esports Festival is a further component of the initiative’s 
activities. 

The esports player foundation also publicly takes 
on the issue of hate speech and toxicity on the 
internet on a regular basis. In its campaign Speak 
Up Esports, the epf and esports protagonists 
weigh in against hate speech and toxicity in 
this sphere. Another campaign in this context is 
the FIFA Fairplay Guide. Jointly put together by 
Germany’s most prominent FIFA esports players, 
creators and the community, it advises players on 
game-related behaviour for the esports title FIFA.

In its campaign Speak 
Up Esports, the epf and 
esports protagonists 
weigh in against hate 
speech and toxicity in this 
sphere.

Further information is available on  
www.esportsplayerfoundation.org/en
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gamescom  
and devcom05
In 2022, after two strictly digital years, 
gamescom finally took place again not just 
online but also on-site in Cologne. Hundreds 
of thousands of visitors on-location were 
joined by millions more online in celebrating 
the comeback of the world’s largest event 
dedicated to games. With a new hybrid 
concept, an exciting programme, diverse 
online formats and many new offerings, 
gamescom once again successfully 
positioned itself as a 360-degree event for 
the entire video game community.

Some 265,000 game enthusiasts from over 
100 countries streamed into the gamescom 
halls to experience a wide range of highlights. 
More than 1,100 German and international 
game developers, publishers and other 
partners were present with impressive 
stands. Among these were 190 developers in 
the indie area. Visitors enjoyed the diverse 
programme that was held in the new event 
arena, including a heavy metal concert, 
a mobile esports tournament and show 
formats with game creators. On the online 
content hub gamescom now, millions of fans 
worldwide followed shows like gamescom: 

Awesome Indies, with a diversity of independent games from 
around the globe, as well as gamescom studio and the live streams 
of partners. By the Saturday evening during gamescom, over 
130 million views were counted, 12 million of which were devoted 
to the popular show gamescom: Opening Night Live, which 
brought exciting games-related announcements and news to the 
community. In the interactive online quest gamescom EPIX, around 
126,000 players additionally completed 480,000 quests to win a 

With the lead theme 
‘Games: at the heart of 
pop culture’, gamescom 
2022 drew attention to the 
massive cultural relevance 
of computer and video 
games.

130 m
million views worldwide  

in gamescom’s online formats 

1,100+
exhibitors from 53 countries  

in an exhibition space totalling more than 
200,000 square metres

265,000 
visitors from over 100 countries  
plus 25,000 trade visitors

3,700
live streams on 1,600  
different channels

126,000 
EPIX players and  
480,000 completed 
quests 3,500 

participants in the devcom  
Developer Conference 2022

gamescom 2022 in numbers
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Over 3,500 participants  
were registered in the 
devcom-organised 
formats and networking 
possibilities on-site alone.

range of awards. With the lead theme ‘Games: at the heart of pop 
culture’, gamescom 2022 drew attention to the massive cultural 
relevance of computer and video games. This was reflected in 
part by the gamescom presence of brands and organisations from 
outside the game sector, such as the European Space Agency, 
DKMS and the car manufacturer MINI, which took inspiration 
from games and their respective communities. The exhibitors 
expressed complete satisfaction and, according to an event survey, 
over 90 per cent would recommend participation in gamescom to 
colleagues and other companies.

Thanks in significant part to the voluntary involvement of the 
community and exhibitors, no gamescom before has ever been so 
eco- and climate-friendly. With gamescom goes green, a project 
was launched in 2022 to make the world’s largest game event more 
sustainable. It enabled companies and visitors to make donations 
or purchase a green ticket to support the gamescom forest near 
Bayreuth, which expanded to a total of 22,600 square metres 

this year as a result. The cooperation between 
gamescom and ClimatePartner additionally 
made the core event completely climate-neutral, 
as the event’s emissions of nearly 3,000 tonnes 
of CO2 were compensated for through the 
support of two certified climate protection 
projects. 

The devcom Developer Conference, which in 
2022 was held as a fully hybrid event for the 
first time, likewise set a new record for trade 
visitors and developers from the game industry. 

Over 3,500 participants were registered in the devcom-organised 
formats and networking possibilities on-site alone, marking a 10 
per cent increase compared to the previous record-setting year 
of 2019. The conference was also accompanied by a five-day live 
programme on Twitch that drew more than 750,000 viewers and 
added content offerings to address a wider public. The devcom 
Developer Conference included a number of new formats which 
will remain integral parts of the programme in the future and are 
to be expanded: the exclusive Networking Dinner on the eve of 
the opening, the FLINTA* Meetup, the Executive Summit and the 
Developer Night as a big closing event.

Exchange among the B2B community of devcom, gamescom and 
gamescom asia was made possible by the newly launched digital 
platform gamescom biz, which will remain open permanently for 
networking and allow access to online content of all three events.

The gamescom congress also took place, with around 800 visitors 
on-site in Cologne. More than 140,000 viewers followed the event 
via live stream, more than ever before. In over 40 programme 
points, some 90 experts presented the potentials of games for 
education, culture, the economy and science through numerous 
talks, panel discussions, workshops and networking possibilities.

Again in 2022, gamescom was also met with great political 
interest. A number of political guests of honour came to the 
political opening, including NRW Minister-President Hendrik Wüst 
and Michael Kellner, Parliamentary State Secretary at the Federal 
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action. Federal Minister 
for Economic Affairs and Climate Action Robert Habeck, who 
wasn’t able to attend in person, was present in the form of a video 
message in which he made clear his position that Germany as a 
game location must be supported through accompanying and 
expanded policy measures. A further political highlight was the talk 
Debatt(l)e Royale, in which the general secretaries of the SPD and 
FDP, the federal executive director of Bündnis 
90/Die Grünen and the digital expert from the 
parliamentary group of the CDU discussed, 
among other things, the question of what 
framework conditions the government must 
create in order for the potential of games to 
be fulfilled. The fact that some 170 further 
guests from the political sphere – more than 
ever before – visited gamescom 2022 to gain 
an overview of current developments in the 
game sector demonstrates that gamescom 
continues to be one of the most important 
platforms for exchange between politics and 
the industry.

gamescom continues 
to be one of the most 
important platforms 
for exchange between 
politics and the industry.

Further information is available on  
www.gamescom.global 
www.devcom.global
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German  
Computer Game 
Awards

06
The German Computer Game Awards 2023 
took place in Berlin. For the first time since 
2019, they were held before a large audience 
of around 600 guests from the games 
industry and from the cultural, social and 
political spheres. 

The hosts, Katrin Bauerfeind and Uke Bosse, guided the audience 
through the award ceremony at Spindler & Klatt on the banks 
of the river Spree, joining with the speakers in presenting the 
evening’s winners and the best German-produced games. 
Hundreds of thousands of online viewers followed the captivating 
gala from home via live stream. The community was integrated 
in the live show at multiple points as the streamer and co-host 
Ollimeee showed entertaining reactions and comments from 
viewers during the festivities. Chained Echoes was named Best 
German Game. Together, the 2023 winners were presented with 
prize money totalling 800,000 euros. 

The German Computer Game Awards, established in 2009, are the 
most important awards for the German games industry. They are 
presented to the makers of Germany’s best computer and video 
games by the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate 
Action (on behalf of the Federal Republic of Germany) and game – 
The German Games Industry Association. The German Computer 
Game Awards are supported by the Foundation for Digital Games 
Culture. The organisers work continuously to further develop these 
awards. Their goal is to spotlight the outstanding work of the 
makers of these games in order to bring the creators the publicity 
they deserve.

The German Computer Game Awards are given in 15 categories, 
including an international category, an audience award for the 
player of the year and a special jury award. The winners are 
selected by the main jury and specialist juries made up of respected 
game experts and policymakers, media figures and people from the 
academic and cultural worlds. They evaluate the submitted games 
on the basis of aspects such as quality, degree of innovation, 
entertainment factor and cultural and educational value. The 
chairwoman of the main jury is Prof. Mareike Ottrand of the 
Interactive Illustration and Games lab at HAW Hamburg.

Further information  
is available on  
www.deutscher- 
computerspielpreis.de

BEST GERMAN GAME 

Chained  
Echoes 

Matthias Linda / Deck13 
Spotlight

NEW TALENT AWARD – 
BEST PROTOTYPE 

Light of  
Atlantis

Alina Fasen, Luisa Höhne, 
Vincent Krenzke, Simone  
Mayer, Alexander Nham / 

HAW Hamburg

BEST SERIOUS GAME 

Beholder 3 
Paintbucket Games / Alawar 

Entertainment

BEST FAMILY GAME 

Die magische  
Bretterbudenburg 

Meander Books

BEST INNOVATION AND 
TECHNOLOGY 

Beethoven //  
Opus 360 

agon e.V.

BEST INTERNATIONAL 
GAME 

God of War  
Ragnarök 

SIE Santa Monica Studio / 
Sony Interactive  
Entertainment

BEST GRAPHIC DESIGN 

Abriss – build to 
destroy 

Randwerk Games

BEST EXPERT GAME 

Touch Type  
Tale – Strategic 

Typing 
Pumpernickel Studio /  

Epic Games

BEST GAME DESIGN 

Dome Keeper 
Bippinbits /  
Raw Fury

BEST AUDIO DESIGN 

Signalis
rose-engine /  

Humble Games

NEW TALENT AWARD – 
BEST DEBUT 

Signalis 
rose-engine /  

Humble Games

STUDIO OF THE YEAR 

Paintbucket 
Games 

Berlin

PLAYER OF THE YEAR 

Pia Scholz 
aka Shurjoka

BEST MOBILE GAME 

Dungeons of  
Dreadrock

 Christoph Minnameier

SPECIAL JURY AWARD 

#FemDevsMeetup

All the winners of the German Computer 
Game Awards 2023

The German Computer 
Game Awards are the 
most important awards 
for video games from 
Germany.



0.3%
No age rating

35.5%
Approved for ages 
12 and older

18.4%
Approved for ages 
16 and older

7.4%
Not approved for 
young people

22.3%
Approved with no age 
restrictions

16.1%
Approved for ages 
6 and older
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Entertainment 
Software Self- 
Regulation Body 
(USK) 

07
Games fascinate adults, adolescents and 
children in equal measure. For nearly 30 
years now, the Entertainment Software 
Self-Regulation Body (USK) has worked 
in the field of youth protection to ensure 
that children can enjoy a positive gaming 
experience without being subjected to 
inappropriate content.

As the games industry’s organisation for 
voluntary self-monitoring, the USK is the 
responsible authority for the assessment of 
digital games in Germany. The non-profit 
organisation’s sole stakeholder is game – The 
German Games Industry Association. 

The familiar USK age ratings (0, 6, 12, 16, or 18 
and up) indicated on games make it possible 
to recognise at a glance the age from which a 
game is appropriate from a youth protection 
standpoint, thus providing parents and 
educators with an important guide. 

Since it was first established in 1994, the USK has conducted more 
than 51,000 evaluations of digital games. In 2022 alone, 1,950 
games were assessed. The USK also awards age ratings in the 
framework of the International Age Rating Coalition (IARC) for 
apps and games that can be obtained online. 

Nearly 50 companies have become members of USK.online. As 
an officially recognised self-regulation body under the German 
Interstate Treaty on the Protection of Minors (JMStV), USK.online 
gives its member companies practical support in implementing and 

complying with statutory provisions related to their 
online offers. USK.online also conducts approval 
processes regarding technical measures for the 
protection of minors in the media environment. 

Source: USK 2023

Annual statistics, 
2022: proportion 
of age ratings

Germany’s new youth protection legislation came 
into force in May 2021, bringing with it significant 
changes for video games, and therefore also for 
the USK and its assessment processes. The USK 
collaborated with the Supreme Youth Protection 
Authorities of the Federal States (OLJB) in 
the state of North Rhine-Westphalia, which 
is responsible for the statutory age rating, as 
well as with game and the OLJB’s Permanent 
Representatives at the USK, in formulating 
concrete proposals for the implementation of 
the new regulations. The proposed measures 
include introducing additional notices regarding, 
for example, in-game purchases or chat options, 
elaborating these on game packaging and 
integrating into the USK assessment process the 
potential risks their use poses. This cooperation 
enabled the USK to begin applying the new 
standards in trial operations as of 1 January 
2023. Simultaneously, the USK worked intensively 
to prepare game providers for the changes, and 
to make available on its website all necessary 
information to the target group (parents, children 
and adolescents as well as educators). 

The USK puts its comprehensive knowledge in 
the field of games to work in projects to promote 
media expertise, and it collaborates in efforts 
to educate the public on the principles of digital 
game safety. On the occasion of the international 
Safer Internet Day 2022 (SID 22), for example, 
the USK brought together parents and legal 
guardians of young people for a digital parents’ 
evening. The online event met with great interest, 
attracting almost 100 participants. In addition, 
the USK joined the initiative Elternguide.online as 
a partner, supporting parents in promoting their 
children’s media literacy in such areas as games, 
apps and social networks.

As its official partner for youth protection, the 
USK advised gamescom on the age-appropriate 
implementation of the event and also had its 
own stand at the event. In the context of the 
gamescom congress, USK Managing Director 
Elisabeth Secker discussed strategies for modern 
youth media protection with representatives 
from the regulatory authority and the fields of 
research and business.

Since it was first 
established in 1994, the 
USK has conducted 
more than 51,000 
evaluations of digital 
games. 

Further information is available on  
www.usk.de/en
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of Potsdam’s Digital Games Research Center (DIGAREC), the 
Entertainment Software Self-Regulation Body (USK), game and 
the Foundation for Digital Games Culture in order to make the 
collection accessible to professionals in the field.

The foundation’s educational involvement includes its initiative 
Stärker mit Games (‘Stronger with games’), which from 2018 to 
2022 opened the door for over 10,000 children and adolescents 
to participate in cultural education through computer and 
video games. With Stärker mit Games 2, the Federal Ministry of 
Education and Research is promoting the further development 
of the initiative until the end of 2027, in part with a focus on rural 
areas. GamesTalente (‘Game talents’) a 
programme to promote youth in the game 
field, which the foundation operates in 
tandem with the joint federal and state 
talent promotion centre Bildung & Begabung, 
was likewise continued last year. No fewer 
than three foundation projects additionally 
received funding from Medienboard Berlin-
Brandenburg: Projekttage Games (‘Game 
project days’) in Berlin and Brandenburg 
schools; Start-up: Games-Entrepreneurs, a 
programme tailored to prospective company 
founders in the game field; and One Planet 
Left – Umweltbewusstsein mit Games stärken, 
(‘Strengthening environmental awareness 
with games’), a hybrid conference at which 
experts from the academic world, civil society 
and the game industry discuss whether and 
how games can take on topics like the climate 
crisis and environmental protection. 

The initiative Erinnern mit Games (‘Remembering through games’) 
was continued by the foundation, in part through selective 
collaboration on the use of computer and video games in the 
culture of remembrance. With the model projects Auswärtsspiel 
(‘Away game’; funded by the Federal Foreign Office) and Games 
und Wertebildung (‘Building values through games’; funded by the 
Federal Office for Migration and Refugees), the foundation also 
launched two highly topical research projects, thereby expanding 
its research focus. Whereas the former project examines the 
question of how games can convey a deeper understanding of the 
workings and mechanisms of the practice and 
narratives of foreign policy, the latter deals 
with the use of games in the formation of 
values among young adults with and without 
the experience of migration.

Foundation for 
Digital Games 
Culture 

08
Computer and video games connect people, 
drive innovation and form the heart of a 
vibrant popular culture. In short, games 
change the world. The Foundation for Digital 
Games Culture invites actors from the 
political and academic spheres and from civil 
society to participate in shaping this change. 

On the basis of formats for exchange, model projects and studies, 
it points out how digital games create social added value for 
education, culture and research. As an ‘opportunity ambassador’ 
for games, the foundation functions as the centre of a cross-sector 
network devoted to developing the potential of games beyond 
the realm of entertainment. It was jointly founded by the German 
Bundestag and the German games industry in 2012. Its efforts are 
supported by a high-calibre advisory council whose 14 members 
come from areas including German Federal Ministries, the Supreme 
Youth Protection Authorities of the Federal States, colleges and 
universities and the games industry. The sole stakeholder of the 

foundation is game – The German Games Industry 
Association.

In the cultural area, the foundation is responsible 
for the administration of the submission and 
judging process for two renowned awards in the 
sector: the German Computer Game Awards, 
hosted by the federal government and the 
German game industry, and the gamescom 
award, bestowed by the world’s largest game 
event, gamescom. With its online database, the 
International Computer Game Collection, which 

now encompasses over 42,000 titles, the foundation is additionally 
supporting the formation and establishment of the world’s most 
extensive collection of digital games. In 2022, not only were the 
database and website revamped, but important steps were 
initiated in the collection’s founding of a new location of its own. 
The medium-term goal is the physical merging of the respective 
games archives of the Computerspielemuseum, the University 

The foundation’s educational 
involvement includes its initiative 
Stärker mit Games (‘Stronger 
with games’), which from 2018 
to 2022 opened the door for over 
10,000 children and adolescents 
to participate in cultural 
education through video games.

Further information is available on  
www.stiftung-digitale-spielekultur.de/en

The Foundation was 
jointly founded by the 
German Bundestag 
and the German games 
industry in 2012.
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About game –  
The German 
Games Industry 
Association 

09

game is the association of the German 
game industry. Its over 444 members 
represent the entire video game ecosystem, 
from development studios and publishers 
to esports event organisers, educational 
institutions and other related entities. 

As a joint organiser of gamescom, game is 
responsible for the world’s biggest event for 
computer and video games, which takes place 
every year in Cologne in late August. game’s 
association office is located in the Berlin district 
of Mitte, in close proximity to the government 
district and the German Bundestag. game is 
a stakeholder in the Entertainment Software 
Self-Regulation Body (USK), the Foundation 
for Digital Games Culture, the esports player 
foundation and the collecting society VHG, as 
well as a sponsor of the German Computer 
Game Awards. devcom, a subsidiary of game, 
organises the gamescom developer conference 
of the same name, among other activities. As an 

game in figures

Serving as a central point of 
contact for media, as well as 
political and social institutions, 
we provide comprehensive 
expertise in areas including 
market development, game 
culture and media literacy, 
and address any inquiries or 
concerns.

With games, we 
enrich the lives of 
all people. 

Together we are making  
Germany the heart of  
gaming worldwide.

17

~640,000 

employees at the  
central office in the  

political heart of  
Berlin

viewers of all live  
streams on Twitch  

since 2021

Stakeholder in the USK, the  
Foundation for Digital Games  
Culture, the esports player foundation, 
devcom and the collecting society VHG

2.7 m

444+
24

million social media impressions 
on Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram 
and Facebook in 2022

More than 444 members

points of contact  
at the regional offices
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gamesmap.de
game – The German Games Industry Association launched 
its online directory of the games industry with gamesmap.de. 
gamesmap.de uses an interactive map to visualise over 1,600 
entries, including more than 750 game developers and publishers, 
700 media, technical and financial service providers and some  
150 educational institutions that offer courses relevant to the 
games industry.

www.gamesmap.de/en

gamecampus.de
With gamecampus, game offers a comprehensive overview of 
the working world of games development and points the way to 
a career in the games industry. The Studieren (‘Studying’) section 
provides an overview of the educational opportunities in Germany 
that are related to games.

The overview map shows which study and training opportunities 
exist at which locations and in which subject areas the educational 
institutions specialise. Under Arbeiten (‘Work’) you will find job 
descriptions for jobs in the games industry, facts and figures on the 
games market, our comprehensive StartUP! Guide with valuable 
tips on founding a studio, information on the diversity initiative 
‘Hier spielt Vielfalt’ and our gamesmap, the interactive map of all 
companies and institutions in the German games industry. The 
Forschen (‘Research’) section shows the potential of games beyond 
their entertainment value, which exciting research projects exist in 
this field and which experts deal with the possible applications and 
potentials of video games.

www.gamecampus.de

expert partner for media and for political and social institutions, 
game answers all questions on topics such as market development, 
games culture and media literacy.

The members of game participate in various working groups in 
which they formulate the association’s positions on such topics as 
market research, law, funding, serious games, skilled workers and 
professional training as well as conditions for indie developers. 
Additionally, the game esports association includes members who 
actively work in the esports field. These include a wide range of 
stakeholders in the esports ecosystem, such as game developers, 
publishers, event organisers and agencies. 

Lars Janssen, VP, Worldwide Studios & Talent of PLAION, has been 
Chairman of the game Executive Board since 2022. His deputy is 
Julia Pfiffer, Co-Managing Director of astragon Entertainment. 
The Executive Board is further comprised of Johanna Janiszewski, 
Founder and CEO of Tiny Crocodile Studios; Christian Kluckner, 
Co-Founder and Managing Director of Chimera Entertainment; 
and Ralf Wirsing, Managing Director Europe of Ubisoft. As the 
strong, unified voice of the entire German games industry, game 
has additionally helped to support the founding of many regional 
offices throughout Germany since the merger in 2018. 

Further information  
is available on  
www.game.de/en

game celebrates five years!

This year, game is celebrating its fifth 
anniversary. Since the merger of its 
predecessor associations GAME and BIU 
in 2018, game has spoken as the unified 
voice for, and successfully represented 
the interests of, the games industry as a 
whole. 

The past several years have been defined by numerous 
positive developments – from the continued growth of 
game’s subsidiaries and the founding of new ones, to 
nationwide representation through game’s regional offices, 
to the many milestones achieved by gamescom and the 
German Computer Game Awards. This unified voice has 
been heard at the national level of politics as well. Thanks 
in large part to its cooperation with game, the government 
has introduced a funding programme for the games industry, 
opened a games department and enacted a game strategy. 
These developments constitute an important basis for the 
coming years, in which game will work to realise its vision of 
making Germany the heart of gaming worldwide.
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Diversity and ‘Hier  
spielt Vielfalt’ 

Environmental and climate  
protection in the games industry 

The games industry is justifiably 
proud of the incredible diversity 
of its games and communities. 
Over 3 billion people of all ages, 
genders, nationalities, religions 
and sexual orientations play 

computer and video games worldwide. And 
the thousands of game developers around 
the world are just as diverse as the players. 

In December 2019, the German games industry launched the 
initiative Hier spielt Vielfalt (‘Diversity plays here’) with the goal 
of further bolstering its commitment to an open, diverse games 
culture. A joint declaration on the subject has thus far been signed 
by around 1,600 individuals, companies and organisations. 

To yet further raise awareness of the issue of diversity, game 
published the Best Practice Guide Diversity. It provides readers 
with specific tips, best-practice examples and advice on building 
diverse teams and games communities. At the beginning of the 
year, new practical examples on the topics of diversity in personnel 
development, safe spaces at events and corporate culture of 
gender equality were added. The guide is available free of charge 
in German and English, and it is expanded on a regular basis. In 
recent years, game itself has additionally taken part in discussions, 
talks and events on issues around diversity and equality, engaged 
numerous speakers on these topics and communicated its 
experience from the games industry. 

game advocates for greater diversity in many contexts. For 
example, it has implemented a Safe Space Policy for the 
association, for all its subsidiaries and for gamescom.

The consequences of the climate crisis are 
already very noticeable today. We have all 
been made aware of what will happen if 
businesses, governments and society at large 
do not act quickly to stop the crisis from 
intensifying further. 

The games industry takes its social responsibility in this area very 
seriously. In Germany alone, 76 per cent of game companies are 
already implementing concrete projects to operate even more 
sustainably, for example measures to achieve savings in energy and 
heating or using green electricity. And around the world, growing 
numbers of game companies have committed to far-reaching 
environmental strategies. 

game itself is also doing its part to protect the environment. For 
example, the association and its subsidiaries the Entertainment 
Software Self-Regulation Body (USK), the Foundation for Digital 
Games Culture, the esports player foundation, the collecting society 
VHG and devcom are all completely climate neutral. Since mid-June 
2021, game has additionally been an associate member of the Playing 
for the Planet Alliance, an environmental partnership between the 
UN and the games industry. For game, this membership entails, 
among other things, measuring its environmental impact annually, 
implementing measures to achieve complete climate neutrality – 
which game has already accomplished – and informing its members 
and game companies as to how they can reduce their impact on the 
environment. One way game does this is by publishing a free guide 
on environmental and climate protection. Moreover, gamescom has 
launched gamescom forest, a sustainability project with the goal of 
reforesting a climate-stable mixed woodland near Bayreuth, financed 
in part through donations from the community 
as well as from companies participating as 
exhibitors. In early 2022, game joined forces with 
gamescom co-organiser Koelnmesse to launch the 
gamescom goes green sustainability initiative. The 
new sustainability concept makes gamescom the 
first game event of this size with a comprehensive 
climate protection programme. Accordingly, all 
emissions from the core event which can’t be 
avoided or reduced will now be 100 per cent 
offset in cooperation with the climate experts at 
ClimatePartner. 

Further information is available on  
www.hier-spielt-vielfalt.de/en 
www.game.de/en/diversity

Further information is available on  
www.game.de/en/game-
environmental-guide
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PlayStation® Dreamcast™Nintendo 64®

Xbox™

Xbox One®

iPad

iPhone

PlayStation® Portable

Sega Saturn™

PlayStation® 2

GameBoy®
Advance

Nintendo DS™

Wii™
Nintendo 3DS™

PlayStation®
Vita

PlayStation® 4

Samsung
Gear VR

PlayStation® VR

Nintendo
Switch

Oculus Rift

HTC ViveWii U™

PlayStation® 3

Xbox 360®

GameCube™

Google Stadia

PlayStation® 5

Xbox Series X/S®

Playstation Plus

Xbox Game Pass

Nintendo Switch 
Online

Steam Deck

Introduction of DSL Launch of Xbox Live

Launch of App Store

Launch of Android Market
(now Play Store)

Launch of 
Nintendo eShop

>20% of German 
households have 
internet access

Steam opens
its platform

to other vendors

6 in 10 Germans
play video games

>90% of German 
households have 
internet access

Average age
of players 

is 37,9

World of Warcraft
launched in Europe

Launch of
PlayStation

Store

Introduction of 
Unreal Engine

Introduction of
Unity Engine

Over 40 million Germans 
use a smartphone

Introduction of
CryEngine

First
Android Phone
(HTC Dream)

500
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2,000
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3,000
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4,500
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Introduction of
3D accelerator

for games
(Voodoo Graphics)

Introduction of VDSL
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Data: GfK, data.ai, Statista, Wikipedia.
*1 Measurement consoles & handhelds started in 1997, 

*2 Measurement subscriptions and virtual goods & additional content started in 2007, 
*3 Measurement converted for mobile games in 2017. © game 2023
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